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types of wood

fabric colours Canvas

fabric colours Clara

fabric colours Maple

Stricktex colours

alder

SGVA vanilla

SGMGM medium 
grey melange

bronze (matt only)pearl (matt only) steel (matt only)

wild oak white oil

dark brown

beech

SGTP taupe SGSW black

white (optiwhite)

venetian oak

taupe (optiwhite)

beech heartwood

SGBL blue

sand (optiwhite)

cherry

anthracite

oak

pebble (optiwhite)

walnut

black

wild oak

SGBR brown

SGMGD dark grey 
melange

wild walnut oak white oil

SGAN anthracite

sludge (optiwhite)

medium grey
(optiwhite)

coloured glass
glossy or matt | glass surfaces in a colour of your choice (see available colours on NCS colour charts, surcharge applies)

leather colours

pebble (72217)

black-brown
(70272)

bordeaux (70411)

polar white
(71088)

taupe (72218)

anthracite (70241)

white (71018)

curcuma (73250) blue (41573)

sand (70232)

sludge brown
(74153)

black (70240)

apple (78181)

creme (70231)

chocolate-brown
(70273)

red (70210)

antique white
(70230)

dark brown
(74024)

medium grey 
(41575)

114 244

424

124

454

694

134

264 614

734

974

154

364

764

984

174

374

654 794674

854

983 144

384

987

148

388

933

184

544

937

188

548

273

244

884

248

888

tartufo (77710) brandy (77730)umbra (77720) black (77750)brown (77740)

natural leather colours

phedraarctic white cement iron moss basalt black

ceramic

954

best ceramic-glas-combinations:
arctic white: white | phedra: white, taupe | cement: medium grey, pebble | iron moss: bronze, dark brown 
basalt black: black, taupe MA 762

MA 232

MA 792

MA 862

MA 742

MA 132

MA 102

MA 162

MA 722

MA 192

MA 732

MA 662

MA 212

sepia (41574)

metallic blue light greymetallic grey black

acoustic fabric
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medium grey (41575) leather

colour recommendations
for walnut/black glass

Clara 188 fabric Canvas 174 fabric

black glass* 

wood type walnut

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

black (SGSW)
Stricktex

colour recommendations
for walnut/pebble glass

pebble (72217) leather

taupe (SGTP)
Stricktex

pebble glass* 

wood type walnut

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

basalt black 
ceramic

iron moss 
ceramic

brown (77740) 
natural leather 

tartufo (77710) 
natural leather

Maple 662 fabric

Clara 248 fabric Canvas 264 fabric

Maple 862 fabric

black acoustic fabric black acoustic fabric
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wood type walnut

colour recommendations
for walnut/bronze glass

*coloured glass only matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

iron moss 
ceramic

brandy (77730) 
natural leather

brown (SGBR)
Stricktex

Maple 232 fabric

Clara 273 fabric Canvas 264 fabric

bronze glass* 

colour recommendations
for walnut/steel glass

black (70240) leather Clara 188 fabric

steel glass* 

wood type walnut

*coloured glass only matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

dark grey melange
(SGMGD) Stricktex

basalt black 
ceramic

black (77750) 
natural leather

Canvas 154 fabric

Maple 162 fabric

metallic grey acoustic fabric

sepia (41574) leather

black acoustic fabric
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blue (41573) leather

blue (SGBL)
Stricktex

Clara 188 fabric Canvas 794 fabric

medium grey glass* 

wood type walnut

colour recommendations
for walnut/medium grey glass

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

cement ceramic

black (77750) 
natural leather

wood type oak white oil

medium grey (41575) leather Clara 148 fabric Canvas 734 fabric

medium grey glass* 

wood type oak

colour recommendations
for oak and oak white oil/medium grey glass

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

blue (SGBL)
Stricktex

umbra (77720) 
natural leather 

cement ceramic

Maple 722 fabric Maple 742 fabric

metallic grey acoustic fabricmetallic blue acoustic fabric
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wood type oak white oil

taupe (72218) leather

medium grey 
melange 
(SGMGM)
Stricktex

Clara 384 fabric Canvas 244 fabric

pearl glass* 

colour recommendations
for oak and oak white oil/pearl glass

arctic white 
ceramic

Maple 132 fabric

wood type oak

tartufo (77710) 
natural leather 

*coloured glass only matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

polar white (71088) leather

dark grey melange
(SGMGD) Stricktex

Canvas 134 fabric

white glass* 

wood type oak

wood type oak white oil

colour recommendations
for oak and oak white oil/white glass

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

black (77750) 
natural leather

Clara 148 fabric

phedra ceramic

Maple 102 fabric

black acoustic fabric metallic grey acoustic fabric
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dark brown (74024) leather

brown (SGBR)
Stricktex

Clara 384 fabric Canvas 764 fabric

bronze glass* 

wood type venetian oak

colour recommendations
for venetian oak/bronze glass

*coloured glass only matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

umbra (77720) 
natural leather 

Maple 862 fabric

wood type wild oak white oil

taupe (72218) leather

taupe (SGTP)
Stricktex

Clara 384 fabric Canvas 244 fabric

taupe glass* 

wood type wild oak

colour recommendations
for wild oak and wild oak white oil/taupe glass

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

iron moss 
ceramic

iron moss 
ceramic

umbra (77720) 
natural leather 

Maple 232 fabric

black acoustic fabricmetallic grey acoustic fabric
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anthracite (70241) leather

anthracite 
(SGAN) Stricktex

Clara 148 fabric Canvas 174 fabric

anthracite glass* 

wood type cherry

colour recommendations
for cherry/anthracite glass

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

basalt black 
ceramic

black (77750) 
natural leather

anthracite (70241) leather Canvas 174 fabric

wood type cherry

colour recommendations
for cherry/steel glass

black (77750) 
natural leather

Clara 188 fabric

cement ceramic medium grey 
melange 
(SGMGM)
Stricktex 

steel glass* 

*coloured glass only matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

Maple 722 fabric Maple 162 fabric

black acoustic fabric metallic grey acoustic fabric
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colour recommendations
for cherry/sand glass

sand (70232) leather

vanilla (SGVA)
Stricktex

Canvas 244 fabric

sand glass* 

wood type cherry

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

phedra 
ceramic

tartufo (77710) 
natural leather 

Clara 244 fabric

Maple 212 fabric

medium grey (41575) leather Canvas 124 fabric

wood type cherry

colour recommendations
for cherry/white glass

Clara 144 fabric

white glass* 

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

Maple 132 fabric

dark grey melange
(SGMGD) Stricktex

arctic white 
ceramic

umbra (77720) 
natural leather 

black acoustic fabric light grey acoustic fabric
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pearl glass* 

wood type beech heartwood

colour recommendations
for beech heartwood/pearl glass

polar white (71088) leather

umbra (77720) 
natural leather 

Clara 144 fabric Canvas 134 fabric

arctic white 
ceramic

*coloured glass only matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

medium grey 
melange 
(SGMGM)
Stricktex 

Maple 102 fabric

anthracite glass* 

wood type beech heartwood

colour recommendations
for beech heartwood/anthracite glass

black-brown (70272) leather Clara 987 fabric Canvas 764 fabric

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

Maple 762 fabric

anthracite 
(SGAN) Stricktex

basalt black  
ceramic

black (77750) 
natural leather

black acoustic fabric light grey acoustic fabric
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colour recommendations
for beech heartwood/sludge glass

sludge brown (74153) leather

brown (SGBR)
Stricktex

Clara 384 fabric Canvas 244 fabric

sludge glass* 

wood type beech heartwood

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

iron moss  
ceramic

brown (77740) 
natural leather 

Maple 232 fabric

dark brown (74024) leather

brown (SGBR) 
Stricktex 

Clara 388 fabric Canvas 374 fabric

dark brown glass* 

wood type beech heartwood

colour recommendations
for beech heartwood/dark brown glass

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

basalt black 
ceramic

tartufo (77710) 
natural leather 

Maple 862 fabric

metallic grey acoustic fabricmetallic grey acoustic fabric
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white (71018) leather

black (SGSW) 
Stricktex 

Clara 244 fabric Canvas 114 fabric

white glass* 

wood type alder

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

*coloured glass glossy or matt  

  Colours may differ for technical reasons due to printing! Use original TEAM 7 samples when advising customers.

pebble (72217) leather

taupe (SGTP)
Stricktex 

Clara 248 fabric Canvas 244 fabric

pebble glass* 

wood type alder

colour recommendations
for alder/white glass

colour recommendations
for alder/pebble glass

iron moss 
ceramic

cement ceramic

umbra (77720) 
natural leather 

black (77750) 
natural leather

Maple 102 fabric Maple 212 fabric

black acoustic fabric black acoustic fabric


